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KUWAIT: Kuwaiti rider Mohammed Al-Khobaizi takes part on his horse ‘Femke’ in the Amir’s Cup showjumping competition at the Hunting and Equestrian Club on Saturday. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

AUB helps with
waste recycling
efforts in Yarmouk 
KUWAIT: Continuing its community-based efforts that
prioritize supporting and protecting the environment,
Ahli United Bank (AUB) placed an improved container
for collecting and recycling plastic in Yarmouk, which is
considered a model environment friendly district.

The container was designed in the form of an ATM
machine by using recycled materials through creative
young Kuwaiti designers who have an interest in the
environment to support and encourage their skills. In
2019, AUB’s recycling initiatives resulted in collecting
about 12 tons of plastic wastes through a partnership
with Omniya Plastic Recycling Factory.

Commenting on this successful initiative, Sahar
Dashti, General Manager of Customers’ Protection and
Head of Social Responsibility Team at AUB, said:

“Protecting and preserving the environment is a key
element in our social responsibility in alignment with the
‘New Kuwait 2035’ vision of His Highness the Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah and the UN goals for
sustainability. On such basis and as part of our activities
to preserve and protect the environment from pollution,
we continue our efforts to recycle plastic wastes and
spread environmental awareness through our successful
partnership with Omniya Plastic Recycling Factory.”

“The inappropriate disposal of plastics is environmen-
tally unacceptable and has very serious health implica-
tions,” Dashti added. “So it is our duty as national organiza-
tions and individuals to take the responsibility of applying
the right methods for waste disposal as part of the desired
environmental change, which will enable us to make a posi-
tive difference to participate in shaping the future to restore
the beauty and cleanliness of our local environment.”

Previously, AUB placed a number of recycling contain-
ers for collecting plastic wastes next to the Bank’s branch-
es in some areas in Kuwait, such as Salwa, Rumaithiya,
Bayan, Jahra and Al-Mubarakiya. This initiative has suc-
ceeded in saving 120 cubic meters of landfill in 2019, in
addition to the positive impact of reducing the amount of
waste and promoting the culture of recycling.

L o c a l

KUWAIT: Zain, the leading digital service provider in
Kuwait, announced its strategic partnership of the 12th
International Invention Fair in the Middle East under the
theme ‘Where Inventors Meet Investors.’ The event, which
runs from 16-19 February at Al-Raya Ballroom in the
Courtyard by Marriott Hotel, is held under the patronage
of His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah. 

Zain’s continuous support to this unique initiative since
its inception comes in line with the company’s corporate
sustainability and social responsibility strategy, which aims
at supporting the local scientific arena and contributing to
the further development of science in Kuwait and the Arab
region. This is especially true as the event’s success in past
years greatly contributed to highlighting Kuwait’s rich cul-
tural involvement in scientific areas across regional and
international levels, proving itself to become the biggest in
the Middle East and the second in the world. 

Through supporting this event, Zain is keen on encour-
aging Kuwaiti and Arab talents in the fields of science and
innovation, as it believes such initiatives offer a valuable
opportunity for young inventors to benefit from the

expertise and knowledge of international inventors who
visit Kuwait to share their experiences with the local sci-
entific community. The 12th edition of the fair will feature
over 100 inventions from 41 different countries, and Zain
will take part through its own dedicated booth through
which it will showcase the latest Zain Business solutions
for SMEs to serve the needs of participating inventors. 

The International Invention Fair in the Middle East -
organized by the Kuwait Science Club in partnership with
the Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Science
(KFAS) - is officially held in collaboration with the
International Exhibition of Inventions - Geneva. The event
is one of the most significant and major specialized exhibi-
tions of inventions in the Middle East region, and is con-
sidered the second largest exhibition of its kind in the
world after the Exhibition of Geneva. The event offers an
opportunity for inventions from different cultures to be
exhibited and for inventors to build connections with
investors. Zain will spare no efforts in offering its support
and encouragement to any entity that adopts creativity
and innovation within the community and contribute to the
further progress of national economy.

Zain strategic partner of 12th
Int’l Invention Fair Middle East

KUWAIT: (From left) Easa Karam and Hamza Al-Tailji Hamza from AUB with  Omniya’s team.


